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This is to report the main findings of two consecutive studies on the

relationships between the use of Self-regulated Learning strategies on coping styles,

academic achievement, clinical performance, and mental health among medical

students. The first is a longitudinal study carried out during academic year 2012-

2013 on 623 medical students from year 1 to year 5. Findings indicated that students

who applied medium level of SRL strategies could improve significantly higher

scores for cumulative GPA, clinical GPA and help reducing depression anxiety and

stress scores as compared to those who did not apply these strategies. The

magnitude of these effects were large and clinically significant (0.92, 95%CI: 0.36 to

1.6; 0.544, 95%CI: 0.16 to 1.08; (-4.72, 95CI: -8.32 to -1.2; -1.32, 95%CI: -2.26 to -

0.24, and -3.08, 95%CI: -4.32 to -1.92; respectively). Further study involving 422 first

year medical students was carried out in 2014 to determine the effects of using SRL

strategies on the selection and adaptation of various coping styles and depression

anxiety and stress scores. Results indicated that using SRL strategies was

significantly positively associated with application of problem-focused engagement

(3.623; 95%CI: 1.7 to 5.9) and negatively correlated with use of emotional-focused

disengagement (-3.76; 95%CI: -2.49 to -5.04). The adaptation of problem-focused

engagement coping patterns resulted in significant reduction of depression anxiety

and stress scores (-4.84, 05%CI: -3.52 to -6.17; -2.34, 95%CI: -0.86 to -3.82; -2.012,

95%CI: -0.63 to -3.39; respectively). Whereas the use of disengagement coping

patterns was found to increase depression anxiety and stress scores (6.364, 95%CI:

5.26 to 7.648; 7.104, 95%CI: 4.276 to 9.944; 7.527, 95%CI: 4.924 to 10.212;

respectively).

In conclusion, those who are better regulating their learning motivation,

learning strategies are likely to improve their academic achievement and clinical

performance. They are also better coping with academic stressors therefore help

reducing depression anxiety and stress. Medical schools should take SRL in to

consideration.


